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For courses in world regional geography.          Conceptual Exploration of World Regions and the

Myriad Issues Critical to Geography Today    World Regions in Global Context  presents a strong

global sensibility and an emphasis on current events, with examples of interdependent

development, spatial and social inequality, and questions of spatial justice. The authors maintain

that regions are the outcomes of the twin forces of globalization and regionalization. Therefore, each

regional chapter stresses the global systems of connection that drive unique regional processes,

making regions different. By studying regions, students not only learn the critical elements of

different places, but also come to understand the fundamental processes that drive change.  Ã‚Â 

The Sixth Edition is a briefer, more visual text that still maintains its conceptual rigor by addressing

todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s critical geographic themes, incorporating deeper focus on sustainability issues,

new human stories from the regions, cutting-edge data visualizations and infographics, including a

completely modernized cartography program, and much more.      Also Available with

MasteringGeographyTM   This title is also available with MasteringGeographyÃ¢â‚¬â€œan online

homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students

and improve results. Interactive, self-paced tutorials provide individualized coaching to help students

stay on track. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and

retain even the most difficult concepts.      Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;

MasteringGeography does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in

purchasing this title with MasteringGeography, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and

Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.    If you would like

to purchase both the physical text and MasteringGeography, search for:   Ã‚Â   0134182723 /

9780134182728 World Regions in Global Context: Peoples, Places, and Environments Plus

MasteringGeography with eText -- Access Card Package   Ã‚Â   Package consists of:Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â     

0134183649 / 9780134183640 World Regions in Global Context: Peoples, Places, and

Environments     0134153669 / 9780134153667 MasteringGeography with Pearson eText --

ValuePack Access Card -- for World Regions in Global Context: Peoples, Places, and Environments
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Good, but I couldn't find a binder that could hold the extremely wide pages. Probably would have

just bought the bound book looking back.

I rented this for geography and never even used it. Felt like it was too expensive for a rented book.

I like it a lot! I heartily recommend this book, and college course, for a serious student of our

world.As part of my current education plan of working towards my second bachelor degree,

Geography is required, and glad it worked out this way. Although I am an experienced man of the

world, I have not had a formal geography class since grade school, indeed, not even when in

college the first time. Taking this course not only covers the location and topography of all the

continents, oceans, nations, states , cities, but also other frameworks, namely:Environmental

geography.Population & settlement, people on the land, population growth & change, demographic

transitions, migration patterns.Cultural coherence & diversity: the geography of tradition & change,

culture in a globalizing world, when cultures collide.Geopolitical framework: fragmentation, unity,

nation states, colonialismEconomic & social development: geography of wealth & poverty, more-

and less-developed countries, indicators of economic and social development.

Loose leaf may seem like a ridiculous textbook option however, this is the only way to go! Instead of



having to carry the entire textbook to class, I just take out the chapter we are covering that week

and put it in a smaller binder. Then, I leave the rest of the text at home which means a much lighter

backpack! This option does come with a valid MasteringGeography access code and arrived to

Hawaii when it was expected, without any issues.

Needed the access code for Mastering Geography that the title said it would come with and it didn't.

So guess what I have to do? Ship it back and get a different one somewhere else.

Needed this book for a class, and it did the job :)

As described

rented for a semester. great condition and did the job. no problem with returns.
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